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ABSTRACT. In this paper, we investigate total stability,, attractivity and uniform stability in

terms of two measures of nonlinear differential systems under constant perturbations. Some sufficient

conditions are obtained using Lyapunov’s direct method. An example is also worked out.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When we model a physical system by means of a differential equation, it is not generally possible

to take into account all the causes which determine the evolution. In other words, we have to

admit that there are small perturbations permanently acting which cannot be accurately estimated

consequently the validity of the description of the evolution, as given by a corresponding solution of

the differential equation, requires that this solution be "stable" not only with respect to the small

perturbations of the initial conditions, but also with respect to the perturbations, small in a suitable

sense, of the right hand side of the equation. This kind of stability is called total stability, which we

shall define in the next section.

There are several different concepts of stability studied in the literature, such as eventual stability,

partial stability, conditional stability, etc. To unify these varieties of stability notions and to offer

a general basis for investigation, it is convenient to introduce stability in terms of two different

measures. Following Movchan [4], Salvadori [5] has successfully developed the theory of stability in

terms of two measures. In the recent years much work has been done using two measures. See [2,3]
and references therein.

In this paper we investigate the total stability, attractivity and uniform stability of perturbed

systems in terms of two measures. In view of the generality of the present approach, our results

improve and include some of the earlier findings and may be suitable for many applications.

2. PRELIMINARIES
Consider the differential system

x’= f(t,x), X(to)= Xo (2.1)

and the perturbed differential system

x’ f(t,x) + R(t,x), x(to) =Xo, (2.2)

where f, R C [R+ R", R"], R(t,z) is a perturbation term relative to unperturbed system

(2.1).
Let us begin by defining the following class of functioni for future use.
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K- {aE C[R+, R+]:a(u) is strictly increasing and a(0)=0};

c’ 0}.F

Definition 2.1 Let ho, h E 1’, then we say tlat ho is uniformly finer than h if there exists

a 6>0 and a function (1) /f such that

ho(t,x) < 6 implies h(t,x) <_ #P(ho(t,x)).

Definition 2.2 Let VeC[R+ ttN, R+] and ho, h F then V(t,x) is said to be

(i) h-positive definite if there exist a p > 0 and a function b E K such that h(t,x) < p

implies b(t(t,z)) < V(t,x).

(ii) ho decrescent if there exist a 6 > 0 and a function a E K such that

ho(t,x) < 6 implies V(t,x) < a(ho(t,x)).

Let ho, h ( F. We shall now define the stability concepts for the system (2.1) in terms of two

measures (h0, h). Let S(h,p)= [(t,x) R+ R’, h(t,x) < p].
Definition 2.3 The system (2.1) is said to be (ho, h,Tx) totally stable, if given > 0 and

toeR+, there exist two numbers 6, 6 > 0 such that ho(to, xo) < 6 and

R(t,x)]]< 6 for (t,x) S(h,e) (2.3)

imply h(t,y(t, to, xo)) < e, > to, where y(t, to, xo) is any solution of the perturbed system

(2.2).
Definition 2.4 The system (2.1) is said to be (ho, h, Tz) totally stable, if for every > 0,

to R+ and T > 0 there exist two positive numbers 6 61(e) and 6z 62(e) such that for

every solution y(t) y(t, to, xo) of (.2.2) the inequality h(t,y(t)) < e, > to satisfies, provided
t+T

that ho(to, Xo) < , R(t,x) I1_< (t) for h(t,) < and i(s)ds < 5.
,It

Definition 2.5 The system (2.1) is said to be (ho, h) attractive if given to E R+, there exist

a positive constant 6o 6(to) such that ho(to, xo) < 6o implies limh(t,x)) O.

We need the following known results [1] for our discussion.

Lemma 2.1 Let g c= C[R+ R, R] and r(t) r(t, to, xo) be maximal solution of

u’ g(t, u), u(to) uo ’> 0 (2.4)

existing on J. Suppose that rn [R+,R+] and Drn(t)<_g(t,m(t)), t J where D is

any fixed Dini derivative. Then m(to) _< Uo implies rn(t) <_ r(t), J.
3. MAIN RESULTS

In this section we shall investigate the stability and attractivity properties of the differential

system.
THEOREM 3.1 Assume that

(i) h0, h E F and h0 is uniformly finer than h.

(ii) V C [R+ R’, R+], V(t, x) is h-positive definite, h0-decrescent and

V.(t,x) <_ -C(ho(t,x)), (t,x) C S(h,p), CeK.

(iii) v(t,x)- v(t,y)I1_< M x- II, (t, x), (t, y) C S(h,p) and M > 0.
Then the system (2.1)is (ho, h, Ta)- totally stable.
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I)ROOF: Let us write I,’(l,g), the tine,h,ri,,’a.ivof V Mong the solutions of the perturbed
system (2.2). Then it follows ffon (ii) and (iii) tiat

(3.1)

Since V(t,x) is h-positive definite ad bo-decrescent, there exist constants po (0, p), o > 0

and functions a, b G K such that

V(t,x) Sa(ho(t,x)) if ho(t,x)<60

and

(h(,)) < v(,x) whenever h(,x)<

Let e(0, po) be given. Choose 6 (0,5o) such that

(3.2)

(3.3)

h(t,y(t)) < , > to. (3.5)

If this is not true, there would exist a solution y(t) y(t, to, Xo) of (2.2) with ho(to, Xo) < 3, and

t:>t>to such that

ho(t,,y(tl)) 5,, h(t=,y(t=)) e,(t,y(t)) S(h,e)ClS(ho,,,)

and

(t,u(t))I1< =, [tl,t).
Then it follows from (3.1) and (3.6) that

V’(t,y(t)) < -C(,,) + MK

which implies by (3.2)-(3.4) that

c(,)
<0, t_<t<t.M

b() < V(t2, y(t)) < V(t,,y(t,)) < a(5,) < b(().
This contradiction shows that (3.5) is true and thus the system (2.1) is (ho, h,T) totally stable

which completes the proof of the theorem.

THEOREM 3.2 In addition to the assumption of theorem 3.1, suppose further that there exist

a constant a > 0 such that h(t,x) < a implies

lim R(t y) 0 (3.7)

uniformly in y.
Then the system (2.2)is (ho, h)-attractive.

PROOF: Because of (ho, h) total stability of system (2.1), setting ao min {po, a},
there exists constants 6ao > 0 and 62o > 0 such that ho(to, xo) < 6ao and R(t,z) I1< 60 for

(t,x) c:. S(h, ao) implies

h(t,y(t)) < ao, > to, (3.8)

where y(t) y (t, to, Zo) is any solution of (2.2).
Let r/ (0,ao) and 6 6(rt), 3 tic(r/) be chosen as in the definition 2.3. Let

{ C(I)} itfollowsfrom(3.7) thatthereexist Tl=T(toXo)>O suchthata min ,
M

(3.6)

because of the assumptions on a, b and condition (i).
For K (0,1), choose 6 =It’C((f) Let t0 R+ and y(t)=y(t to, xo) be a solution of

i
(2.2) we claim that h(to, xo) < 6, and R(t,y)[[< 6 for (t,y)

_
S(h,e) implies

a(6,) < b(e) and h(t,x)< if ho(t,x)< i (3.4)
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l(t,:/(t))I1<,, >_ 7/’+ to. (3.9)

’lb show (ho, h)-attractivity of (’2.’_)). it. is e()tgl to l)rovc tlat there exists a 7’= T (/0, Xo) > 0

such that for some t* E [to, 7’+ to]

ho(’,,’(t’)) < ,, ,d /(t, u()) < ,;, _> t’.

Choose

T .la(ho(to + Tl,y(to + "1’1))) + T1.c(,,)
Then if for to + T, < < to + T, (t,y(t)) S(h,ao)rq SC(ho,6,), we get by (3.1) and (3.2)

V’(t y(t)) < _C(6’) to + 1I] < < to + T.

which implies

V(to + T,y(to + T)) < a(ho(to + TI y(to + T)))
C(6,)

(T T) < 0

This contradiction shows the existence of t" and it follows from (ho, h, T) total stability of (2.1)
that the system (2.2) is (ho, h) attractive, which completes the proof of the theorem.

The next result is on (ho, h, T2) stability.

THEOREM 3.3 Assume that

(i) ho, h (E 1-’ and ho is uniformly finer than h.

(ii) V E C’[R+ R", R+], V(t,x) is h-positive definite V(t,x) is ho-decrescent and

V.,(t,x) <_ -C(V(t,z)), (t,x)(S(h,p), C K.

(iii) v(t,z)- v(x,y)I1_< M z- u II, (t,x),(t,y) S(h,p) and M > O.

Then the system (2.1) is (ho, h,T) totally stable.

PROOF" Using the relations (3.1) and (3.2) we choose 6 5x(e) such that

,(,) < (). (3.o)

Let ho(to, xo) < 5,, m(t) V(t,y(t)), where y(t) y(t, to, xo) is a solution of (2.2). Hence
re(to) < a(x) < b(e). We claim re(t) < b(e), > to. If this is not true, then there exist a t > to
such that m(tx)= b(e) and re(t) < b(e) for to < t which implies

h(t,y(t)) < < p, to <_ y <_ tl (3.11)

Let tl-to=T and choose

5 5() < b(e)- J-’{J(a(5,))}/M (3.12)

where
ds

d(u) if < cx)J(u)- J(uo)= -)
cls

Otherwise J(u) for some small constant > O, and J- is the inverse function of

J.
From (ii) and (iii) we have

D+V(t,y(t)) <_ -C(V(t,y(t))) + M R(t,y(t))

for (E [to, q].
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Now define A(t)= I’(t.u(t))-(t).

,()- .x/ II/e(.,.s(.,)) a.,.

We obai

using tho mooLoic cl=aracWr of E’(u) atl Li=,’ fact

2.1, tlat

() J-’ [.((o,.o))- (- (a.la)

Noting that thcmaximalsolutiool" u’=-C(u), u(i(,) V(to, Xo), is just the riglt hand sideof

(3.13), thus it follows

Nowusingthefactstlat h(i.y(1)) l)r to to+7’, I/(to,.ro)<a(), R(t,y(t)) ]] (t),

t+p(s)ds < : (3.10), (3.12), we inequalitynd derive the

() u( + v, ,(o + v)) -’ [s(,,())- v] + M: < (),

which is a contradiction. Thus m(1) < b(e), io, which implies (ho, h, T: )-total stability of

(2.1). This completes the proof of tle theorem.

In the previous threms, in order to prove total stability properties of (2.2) we sumed the

uniform asymptotic stability properties of (2.1) (the unperturbed system). In the following threm

we prove (h0, h) stability of (2.2) under weaker sumptions on (2.1) by avoiding using norm on

the perturbed term.

THEOREM 3.4 Assume that

(i) ho, h F and ho is uniformly finer than h.

(ii) V C[R+ R, R+], V(t,x) is h-positive definite, ho-decrescent and

i,(t,) 0, (,.) s(,).

(iii) ov(t,). n(,) t()v( ) ( ) S(h,p)

t() i a exp[;,? t()] M, Mwhere 0.

Then the system (2.2)is (ho, h)-uniformly stable.

PROOF: Letuswrite ’.(t,y), the time derivative of V along the solutions of the perturbed
system (2.2). Then it follows from (ii) and (iv) that

ov(,)
n(t,.) < e(t)(t,), (t ) ( p) (s.14)’.:(t,) v.,(,)+

Since V(t,x) is h-positive definite and ho-decrescent, there exist constants po (0, p), o > 0

and functions a, beK such that

V(t,z) <_ a(ho(,x)) if ho(t,z) < 6o (3.15)

and

b(h(t,z)) <_ V(,z) whenever h(l,z)< po (3.16)

Let E (0,po) be given. Because of the assumptions of a, b and condition (i) we can choose

61 E (0,60) such that

214a(6,) < b(e) and h(t,x)< if ho(t,x)< 6. (3.17)
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Let to R+ and y(l) y( l, /o, .ro I, a sol,lio, of (2.:2). \Ve clain tlat h(lo,.ro) < inl)lh’s

If this is not true, tl,e,’’ wo,,ld cxisl a solutio,, y(l) q( /. to..ro) of (2.2) wit.i, ho(/o,.ro) < 5 and

t2 > > lo such llat bo(,g(l))

(3.19)

then it follows from (3.14)
"(t.:(t)) <_ t(t)

which implies by (3.15 )-( 3.1 $)

b() _< t’(t,y(/2)_< I/(tl.y(ll))exp /’(.,,)d,] < ,’(l(bl)< b(e).

This contradiction shows that (3.1S) is true, which completes the proof of the theorem.

rio conclude our paper, wc cow,sider tle followilg example.
EXAMPLE: Consider tlc differential system

,!.r, x2 -t-(1 x xl).r,c

,. .,., + ( .. ..), si,,..
and the perturbed system

where

and

x2 a:, A- l(l a’ x)x2sinx A- R2(t, xl,x2)

R1 (t, Xl, X2) (Xl -- X 1)t
Xl

e-t/ sin
R(t, x,, x) (x / x 1).

X2

Let Y(t,x)--(x/x-l):, ho-h=lx+x-I I. Then we see that

h(,z) < V(t,x) <

(3.20)

(3.21)

and

Va(t,x) -(x + x- 1):(xe-t + x] sin x) _< 0, (t,x) e R+ x R,
OV OVav

(,) ( ) + th(, ) < e()v( )Oq" ,1,

where g(t) 4[te-t + sinte-t/]. Hence by Theorem 3.4, the perturbed system (4.2)is (ho, h)-
uniformly stable.
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